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L
ucy has just turned 30 and is single.  
Surrounded by a circle of married friends  
or ones starting families, she feels alone  

and hopeless. Determined to find ''Mr. Right,'' 
Lucy begins evaluating different suitors  
to various degrees of success and 
absurdity.  
 
Creators Catel (KIKI DE  
MONTPARNASSE) & Veronique 
Grisseaux paint a touching,  
humoristic and realistic picture  
of what it is to be a young,  
independent...and sometimes 
lost...woman in today's  
modern world.
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Thirty... I’m over the hill. How tragic! Like a rowboat, just drifting along...

Hello, Eleanor?
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Uhh...Hi! Uhh... It’s me, Lucy...

Hi there! 
I’m the voice 

mailbox...

Be brief...  
I’m recording!  

Beeep!

I, uh...

Click! Beep-

beep-beep!

...who happily  
takes Eleanor 

and Jean-Olivier’s 
messages!
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I don’t get it. Up until now, 
I’ve never had any problems. 
I’ve done well at everything! 

Now I feel like I’m hitting 
a wall.

But it’s not like I’m trapped 
in some sort of empty void... 

I have plenty of friends!

Eleanor!
I got your 

message! What’s 
going on, Lucy?

Take Eleanor, my childhood  
friend, for example... When times 
are tough, she’s always there.

I’m sick of 
being alone.

It’s such 
a pain!

Aw, c’mon Lulu, get a hold  
of yourself! Being single isn’t 

the end of the world!

What would  
you know about 

it anyway?!

You’ve got a man  
and two kids at barely 

thirty-one! And I’ve just 
turned thirty and what 

have I got?! Nothing! 

Nothing! Nothing!

?
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I can’t  
take it 

anymore!
Eleanor lives a charmed life. Plus, from a material 

standpoint, she’s nowhere near broke! A real role model...
straight out of The Bold and the Beautiful!

Well, my dear, you must admit that, 
compared to me, your life is pretty 

much a failure.

But that 
makes sense.

Take a 
look in the 

mirror, 
Lucy!

Huh? You’ve 
completely let 

yourself go!

Your clothes... 
Out of style! And your 
hair...what do you fIx it 

with, dynamite?!
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